Concentrated - mix with up to 8 parts water.

Pet Force is a concentrated formula which includes powerful enzyme-producing
bacteria that are designed to break down & permanently eliminate the stains & odors
associated with urine, feces, vomit, blood, food, grease & dirt. Pet Force is safe to use
on all carpets, upholstery, clothing, bedding & floor surfaces (including wood, ceramic,
vinyl, concrete, marble & dirt). This product is safe for use around children & pets.

DIRECTIONS

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE. Do not use in conjunction with sanitizers or
disinfectants as these will neutralize the bacteria. Always test for colorfastness before
using on any carpet or fabric. Dilute according to the severity of the stain or odor. Mix
with warm water in any suitable container or spray bottle. Only mix what will be used
in 2 to 3 days.
Carpeted Areas
1. Mix Pet Force with up to 8 parts warm water & generously apply to affected area
until carpet and padding are fully saturated. Agitate area to speed up process.
2. Cover affected area with a damp towel for a minimum of 24 hours. Re-moisten
towel, if necessary.
3. Remove towel & allow area to fully air dry for at least 48 hours.
4. For large or heavily soiled areas it may be necessary to repeat the process, but
only after the area has fully dried.
Other Floor Surfaces (including outdoor areas)
Mix Pet Force at the desired dilution ratio and saturate area. Scrub if necessary &
allow area to completely air dry.
Carpet Steam Cleaners
Mix 2 oz. per gallon of water directly into resevoir. Can also be mixed at a 1:1 ratio &
used as a pre-spray or after-spray.
Skunk Odors
Mix with equal parts water & wash pet. Allow to set for 30 minutes. Rinse pet. Wash
pet with regular shampoo.
Laundry
Apply Pet Force at full strength to stain & wash as usual.
Carpet Cleaning Professionals
When used in conjunction with truck-mounted carpet cleaning machines, the best
method for removing stains & odors is to apply a diluted solution directly onto the
problem area as a pre-spray & then clean carpet as normal. For heavily soiled areas
it may be necessary to apply an after-spray that should be allowed to air dry.
Note: Exercise caution when adding Pet Force
directly to cleaning solution lines, as
o
it may coagulate at temperatures above 180 F.
Ingredients: Non-pathogenic bacteria, enzymes, natural surfactants & lemon fragrance.
Caution: Avoid freezing. Store in a cool place. Wash hands thoroughly after each use.
Avoid contact with open sores or eyes. Keep out of reach of children.
Questions or comments?
Please contact us:
www.opproducts.com 1-800-411-8801

